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Workshop and Exam 23rd to 26th July 2016 Tössegg
After René Widmer, EFFA-secretary and his son Simon built up the camp in Tösegg, they were finally
able to be completely prepared by the end of the day. Arnold Gufler, Marc Pedol such as Uwe Rieder
arrived on the same day. On Saturday the other participants Marco Flury and Peter Rubischon
followed them. Later Rubischon was the only one, who had to take the casting exam, because the
other three had already managed to pass the test to become EFFA-and IFFF-instructors. He was
successful and passed it as well. In the evening all of them had to take an exam in fly tying. Again:
Every single one was able to pass it. Sunday’s program was the act of “outdoor cooking”. The same
day medical trainer Sabine Leu-Flury joined the group, who gave them a little medical refreshment
for the upcoming exams on Monday. The following day Simon Widmer got picked up by the other
and him, Uwe and Sabine prepared the location, where the exams had to take place with the help of
pool attendant Walti Schnyder in the open air bath Rafz. After that task had been properly done,
René demonstrated, how the exam should be absolved, before the participants had to take the
medical test such as the safety bag exam. Luckily also this time everyone did a great job and
succeeded. Last but not least the participants had to overcome the guide exam in teams of two. Both
of them put a lot of effort in passing the exam and were finally rewarded as they were successful.
Big thanks to:
Uwe und René, who rewarded the newly guides with diploms and attachements
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